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Buffalo bills wide receivers 2019

Here's a location-by-position analysis of the Bills wire for the team's roster, continuing with wide receivers, projecting forwards that season, including: The Buffalo Bills wide receiver room improved significantly in 2019. The addition of John Brown and Cole Beasley posed a legitimate threat to the team on air attack. The



free agent acquisition provided quarterback Josh Allen with two reliable goals to help young signal callers grow. Brown came in at 72catch. 6 points in a 1,060-yard season, a career high. Beasley, a shift slot receiver, finished second on the team with 67 catches and 778 receiving yards. He also recorded a career high
with six touchdown passes. Beyond this duo, however, the rest of the air attack distribution has thinned. Isaiah McKenzie provided the threat of speed, and he was utilized in movement and sweeps in the game. He caught 27 passes for 254 yards and a one-touchdown reception, and added eight rushes for 49 yards.
Exciting and big-body hopeful Duke Williams, who gave Josh Allen a big target with only four games to play. He captivated fans for a limited time on the pitch. However, he struggled with some problems catching the ball steadily. Most of the contributions of Robert Foster and Andre Roberts were on special teams. Foster
was primarily used for the coverage unit, and Roberts sparked a return game and the Pro Bowl nodded. Unfortunately, Foster has been able to replicate his breakout performance since last year, caught only three passes in a season. Roberts averaged 26.6 yards per kick return. Let's not forget Jay Jones, who was
tradeed after five games for the Bills. He grabbed a 7-18 goal. Under contract The Browns signed a three-year, $21 million contract last offseason and then through the 2021 season. Beasley has to enter a year longer with a four-year, $29 million contract. Roberts and Williams each enter the final year of their contracts.
Roberts will be a major comebacker because he has a reasonable $2 million cap. McKenzie is a restricted free agent, while Foster is in exclusive rights free agent status, so he'll be back with the Bills, or else' by the rules, will sit out the season, essentially. Buffalo will have its first crack at re-contracting with these players
in the offseason. The future Brown and Beasley are set in stone for the upcoming season. The duo combined for 139 receptions, and the Bills will do anything to upset the chemistry they did with Allen. Roberts will return as the team's main returning player. His presence in special teams matches is important because he
is a threat every time he meets the ball. Williams, McKenzie and Foster have flashed some promise in the past, but there's no doubt Other game breaking players are available. McKenzie was an effective player who fit several plans for the attack. However, the Bills will see Roberts to fill the role occupied by McKenzie.
It's a speculative option at this point. Williams gives Buffalo a physical receiver on the boundary. However, the team still sees that he has little way for the former CFL star to go wearing just five games (including a playoff game). Williams' participation in the playoffs ahead of Foster could provide an indicator of the
Alabama product's roster. Despite the group's improvements this year, Buffalo's brass expects to find another piece to upgrade this unit in the offseason. The question is, can that be in free agency through other vets like AJ Green? Alternatively, this year's draft class includes several wide receivers who can support the
Bills' need for explosive players. Players like Sedi Lamb, Raviska Shenold and T. Higgins are just a few prospects for a first-round pick with a 22nd-time nomination on Buffalo's Radar. (Photo by Brett Carlson/Getty Images) The Buffalo Bills' lack of weapons on the outside is evident throughout the 2018 season. Training
camp provided some glimpse into the types of passing games we could have during the season, but the group as a whole was not set up to help some of the quarterbacks on the roster - especially the many rookies needed to make a lot of growth. The Bills' three starting receivers to start the season against the
Baltimore Ravens were Kelvin Benjamin, Jay Jones and Jeremy Kerry. It was one of the best games in the league, but it was a mix of experience and youth, and there was absolutely no commitment to that. Then the game was really played and we found out there were no receivers and we didn't have anyone to throw at
them. Kerry will be released soon for a backup defensive tackle (a questionable decision today) and Benjamin will be released because of a terrible, Allen.By at the end of the regular season as two starters for Jones and draft rookie free agent Robert Foster rookie quarterback Josh, and Buffalo has developed Jones,
Foster and Isaiah McKenzie at least with the ability to put pressure on the defense and three receivers. Despite their growth, the team must continue to have talent and help the playmaker and the young quarterback by surrounding him. Here's how the team sets up alan and attack for success in 2019 and later: (Photo by
Brett Carlson/Getty Images) When the 2018 season is over, we'll begin to look at how the Buffalo Bills roasters will shape up in 2019. Here is our look at the wide receiver position. The Buffalo Bills' lack of weapons on the outside is evident throughout the 2018 season. Camp offered a little glimpse into the type of
passing games we could have during the season, but the group as a whole was not set up to help any of the quarterbacks on the roster - especially the growth needed to make many rookies. The Bills' three starting receivers to start the season against the Baltimore Ravens were Kelvin Benjamin, Jay Jones and Jeremy
Kerry. It was one of the best games in the league, but it was a mix of experience and youth, and there was absolutely no commitment to that. Then the game was really played and we found out there were no receivers and we didn't have anyone to throw at them. Kerry will soon be off for a backup defensive tackle (a
questionable decision today) and Benjamin will be released because of the terrible, leaving Jones and un drafted rookie free agent Robert Foster as two starters for rookie quarterback Josh Allen. At the end of the regular season, Buffalo recruited Jones, Foster and Isaiah McKenzie as three receivers so they could at
least put pressure on the defense and help the rookie quarterback. Despite their growth, the team must continue to have talent and help the playmaker and the young quarterback by surrounding him. Here's how the team sets up alan and attack for success in 2019 and later: (Photo by Scott Cunningham/Getty Images)
Who was drafted before this season, didn't think much of the 2019 draft class in terms of receivers. That sentiment has changed quickly as this receiver class may not have a ton of elite receivers, but it's a ton of depth and versatility. Some names that may sneak into the conversation are D.K. Metcalf (Ole Miss), Nquille
Harry (Ariz.), Riley Ridley (Georgia) or late risers in the draft process. Many of them come to health (Metcalf) and exercise/combined results (Harry, Ridley and Field). Unless one of those players establishes himself as the draft's elite playmaker, the class is so deep that it may be a better decision to wait until round two.
Hakim Butler (Iowa State), Marquise 'Hollywood' Brown (Oklahoma), Kelvin Harman (NC State) and Anthony Johnson (Buffalo) are all available for Johnson in the third round. Judging immensely by their love for athletes and their belief in themselves to develop them, Metcalf and Butler are there as athletes. Metcalf is 6
feet 4 and 225 pounds. He can run, jump, catch, dive, cut and do everything a receiver needs to do. His problem is a relatively low amount of experience and a neck injury. As for Butler, he is a 6-foot-6, 215-pound monster on the outside. Another monster jock, Harry, may be in conversation with a 6ft 4 frame. Each size
is Huge catch radius, something that goes well with Allen. There's a lot of talent in this draft and talent is definitely what the Bills need in the receiver position. There are requirements such as offensive line, tight end, running back and defensive line, but there will definitely be receivers available when the Bills choose one
of the first three rounds. (Photo by Dustin Bradford/Getty Images) The Bills need to develop young players and add to that talent with other rookie receivers, but the team should explore the trade market with free agencies to add proven playmakers who have experience and credibility to their receiving corps. One of the
Bills' linked players is Los Angeles' Tyrell Williams, who is free to use (it will always be San Diego) for the Chargers. Williams fits the bill for what Buffalo needs at receiver. He's 6-foot-5 and can not only get over defenders, but from behind. Williams has a catch radius that goes well with people like Josh Allen and
accuracy issues, but his strong arm also matches Williams' deep ball and big-play ability. With the team's cap space, it can be easy to get Williams to come to Buffalo and make big money and become the team's best receiver. If the bill decides to move the trade route, there is one big name they can target. A.J. Green is
suffering another injury that will end the season and enter the final season of his current contract. Cincinnati finally decided to move in a different direction from its head coach, so it appears to be going to rebuild, which could mean clearing players who are older or don't fit their plans. Green is 30 years old and heading
for decline. Like Williams, Green is an outstanding size at 6-foot-4 and has been a big-play receiver throughout his career. Adding greens to a third or fourth round pick is an ideal scenario and the risk is low. Providing Allen with Green's receivers, despite his age, could go a long way for his development. If the Bills shake
and miss Williams or Green, free agents like Donte Moncrieff, Golden Tate, Geronimo Allison or Randall Cobb could be a reasonable choice. If the Bills are willing to spend low on potentially big compensation prospects, Kevin White would be a good idea. White finished 7th overall for the Chicago Bears in 2015 and has
struggled to stay on the field throughout his career. With tremendous talent and size, White has all the tools to be a dominant player, but his health has robbed him of a career up to this point. Taking flyers in white is rarely a risk, but it can be a great reward. Next: We continue to develop young people (Photo: Brett
Carlson/Getty Images) Buffalo finished the season with three players in a year or two. Jay Jones, Robert Foster and Isaiah McKenzie all jumped into bigger roles following the releases of Kelvin Benjamin and Andre Holmes, each going through moments up and down. Jones finished the season as the Bills' top receiver
with 56 catches, 652 yards and seven touchdowns. Foster finished third with 27 points, but finished second with 541 yards and three touchdowns. McKenzie added 18 catches and 179 yards in the passing game, but dropped 66 yards rushing and two rushing TDs to the ground. With these three, the team started to
develop similarities in the receiving corps. The coaching staff has to keep developing these three because each one gives something different. McKenzie is a gadget player that most teams start bringing in. Jones is a route runner and can be a reliable second or third receiver, and Foster is a burner, but he's started to
develop into a complete receiver. The coaching staff deserves a lot of credit for bringing Foster from an un drafted free-contract player to a player in the spotlight at the opponent's corner 1. He and Jones are likely to be hit head-to-head in terms of game time if the team recruites veterans and selects another 큽 offseason.
Overall, teams need to keep doing what they're doing to bring in young players. Jones, Foster and McKenzie will never be the best receivers, but this season's growth shows they each belong in the NFL. Do you want your voice to be heard? Join the Bufarowdown team! Write for us! Next: 2019 Bills roster prospects: The
running back team needs to continue to develop each of the three things that are young and proven worthy of the roster, and they've earned the trust of Josh Allen.&gt;Page 2 (Photo by Scott Cunningham/Getty Images) Before this season, they didn't think much of the 2019 draft class. That sentiment has changed
quickly as this receiver class may not have a ton of elite receivers, but it's a ton of depth and versatility. Some names that may sneak into the conversation are D.K. Metcalf (Ole Miss), Nquille Harry (Ariz.), Riley Ridley (Georgia) or late risers in the draft process. Many of them come to health (Metcalf) and
exercise/combined results (Harry, Ridley and Field). Unless one of those players establishes himself as the draft's elite playmaker, the class is so deep that it may be a better decision to wait until round two. Hakim Butler (Iowa State), Marquise 'Hollywood' Brown (Oklahoma), Kelvin Harman (NC State) and Anthony
Johnson (Buffalo) are all available for Johnson in the third round. Judge Immensely the love of athletes and their belief in themselves to develop them, Metcalf and Butler are there as athletes. Metcalf is 6 feet 4 and 225 pounds. He can run, jump, catch, dive, cut and do everything a receiver needs to do. His problem is a
relatively low amount of experience and a neck injury. As for Butler, he is a 6-foot-6, 215-pound monster on the outside. Another monster jock, Harry, may be in conversation with a 6ft 4 frame. Each has its own big and huge catch radius, and there's something that goes well with Allen, who has a lot of talent in this draft
and talent, and it's clear what the Bills need at receiver position. There are requirements such as offensive line, tight end, running back and defensive line, but there will definitely be receivers available when the Bills choose one of the first three rounds. (Photo by Brett Carlson/Getty Images) When the 2018 season is
over, we'll begin to look at how the Buffalo Bills roasters will shape up in 2019. Here is our look at the wide receiver position. The Buffalo Bills' lack of weapons on the outside is evident throughout the 2018 season. Training camp provided some glimpse into the types of passing games we could have during the season,
but the group as a whole was not set up to help some of the quarterbacks on the roster - especially the many rookies needed to make a lot of growth. The Bills' three starting receivers to start the season against the Baltimore Ravens were Kelvin Benjamin, Jay Jones and Jeremy Kerry. It was one of the best games in
the league, but it was a mix of experience and youth, and there was absolutely no commitment to that. Then the game was really played and we found out there were no receivers and we didn't have anyone to throw at them. Kerry will soon be off for a backup defensive tackle (a questionable decision today) and
Benjamin will be released because of the terrible, leaving Jones and un drafted rookie free agent Robert Foster as two starters for rookie quarterback Josh Allen. At the end of the regular season, Buffalo recruited Jones, Foster and Isaiah McKenzie as three receivers so they could at least put pressure on the defense and
help the rookie quarterback. Despite their growth, the team must continue to have talent and help the playmaker and the young quarterback by surrounding him. Here's how the team sets up alan and attack for success in 2019 and later: (Photo by Scott Cunningham/Getty Images) Who was drafted before this season,
didn't think much of the 2019 draft class in terms of receivers. That sentiment has changed quickly as this receiver class may not have a ton of elite receivers, but it's a ton of depth and versatility. Receivers worth taking there. Some names that may sneak into the conversation are D.K. Metcalf (Ole Miss), Nquille Harry
(Ariz.), Riley Ridley (Georgia) or late risers in the draft process. Many of them come to health (Metcalf) and exercise/combined results (Harry, Ridley and Field). Unless one of those players establishes himself as the draft's elite playmaker, the class is so deep that it may be a better decision to wait until round two. Hakim
Butler (Iowa State), Marquise 'Hollywood' Brown (Oklahoma), Kelvin Harman (NC State) and Anthony Johnson (Buffalo) are all available for Johnson in the third round. Judging immensely by their love for athletes and their belief in themselves to develop them, Metcalf and Butler are there as athletes. Metcalf is 6 feet 4
and 225 pounds. He can run, jump, catch, dive, cut and do everything a receiver needs to do. His problem is a relatively low amount of experience and a neck injury. As for Butler, he is a 6-foot-6, 215-pound monster on the outside. Another monster jock, Harry, may be in conversation with a 6ft 4 frame. Each size and
huge catch radius, something that goes well with Allen. There's a lot of talent in this draft and talent is definitely what the Bills need in the receiver position. There are requirements such as offensive line, tight end, running back and defensive line, but there will definitely be receivers available when the Bills choose one of
the first three rounds. (Photo by Dustin Bradford/Getty Images) The Bills need to develop young players and add to that talent with other rookie receivers, but the team should explore the trade market with free agencies to add proven playmakers who have experience and credibility to their receiving corps. One of the
Bills' linked players is Los Angeles' Tyrell Williams, who is free to use (it will always be San Diego) for the Chargers. Williams fits the bill for what Buffalo needs at receiver. He's 6-foot-5 and can not only get over defenders, but from behind. Williams has a catch radius that goes well with people like Josh Allen and
accuracy issues, but his strong arm also matches Williams' deep ball and big-play ability. With the team's cap space, it can be easy to get Williams to come to Buffalo and make big money and become the team's best receiver. If the bill decides to move the trade route, there is one big name they can target. A.J. Green is
suffering another injury that will end the season and enter the final season of his current contract. Cincinnati finally decided to move in a different direction from the head coach, so it looks like it's going to rebuild. It can mean clearing players who are older or don't fit their plans. Green is 30 years old and heading for
decline. Like Williams, Green is an outstanding size at 6-foot-4 and has been a big-play receiver throughout his career. Adding greens to a third or fourth round pick is an ideal scenario and the risk is low. Providing Allen with Green's receivers, despite his age, could go a long way for his development. If the Bills shake
and miss Williams or Green, free agents like Donte Moncrieff, Golden Tate, Geronimo Allison or Randall Cobb could be a reasonable choice. If the Bills are willing to spend low on potentially big compensation prospects, Kevin White would be a good idea. White finished 7th overall for the Chicago Bears in 2015 and has
struggled to stay on the field throughout his career. With tremendous talent and size, White has all the tools to be a dominant player, but his health has robbed him of a career up to this point. Taking flyers in white is rarely a risk, but it can be a great reward. Next: The youngsters continue to develop (Photo by Brett
Carlson/Getty Images) Buffalo has developed what ended the season with three players over a year or two, making them the best weapons on the outside. Jay Jones, Robert Foster and Isaiah McKenzie all jumped into bigger roles following the releases of Kelvin Benjamin and Andre Holmes, each going through
moments up and down. Jones finished the season as the Bills' top receiver with 56 catches, 652 yards and seven touchdowns. Foster finished third with 27 points, but finished second with 541 yards and three touchdowns. McKenzie added 18 catches and 179 yards in the passing game, but dropped 66 yards rushing
and two rushing TDs to the ground. With these three, the team started to develop similarities in the receiving corps. The coaching staff has to keep developing these three because each one gives something different. McKenzie is a gadget player that most teams start bringing in. Jones is a route runner and can be a
reliable second or third receiver, and Foster is a burner, but he's started to develop into a complete receiver. The coaching staff deserves a lot of credit for bringing Foster from an un drafted free-contract player to a player in the spotlight at the opponent's corner 1. He and Jones are likely to be hit head-to-head in terms of
game time if the team recruites veterans and selects another 큽 offseason. Overall, teams need to keep doing what they're doing to bring in young players. Jones, Foster and McKenzie will never be the best receivers, but this season's growth shows they each belong in the NFL. Do you want your voice to be heard? Join
the Bufarowdown team! Write for us! Next: List of 2019 bills The running back team has proven to be young and the roaster is valuable, has earned the trust of Josh Allen& has earned the trust of Josh Allen&gt; (Photo: Dustin Bradford/Getty Images), but while the Bills need to continue to develop young players and add
that talent along with other rookie receivers, the team needs to explore free agencies and trade markets to explore proven playmakers so they can gain their own experience. One of the Bills' linked players is Los Angeles' Tyrell Williams, who is free to use (it will always be San Diego) for the Chargers. Williams fits the bill
for what Buffalo needs at receiver. He's 6-foot-5 and can not only get over defenders, but from behind. Williams has a catch radius that goes well with people like Josh Allen and accuracy issues, but his strong arm also matches Williams' deep ball and big-play ability. With the team's cap space, it can be easy to get
Williams to come to Buffalo and make big money and become the team's best receiver. If the bill decides to move the trade route, there is one big name they can target. A.J. Green is suffering another injury that will end the season and enter the final season of his current contract. Cincinnati finally decided to move in a
different direction from its head coach, so it appears to be going to rebuild, which could mean clearing players who are older or don't fit their plans. Green is 30 years old and heading for decline. Like Williams, Green is an outstanding size at 6-foot-4 and has been a big-play receiver throughout his career. Adding greens
to a third or fourth round pick is an ideal scenario and the risk is low. Providing Allen with Green's receivers, despite his age, could go a long way for his development. If the Bills shake and miss Williams or Green, free agents like Donte Moncrieff, Golden Tate, Geronimo Allison or Randall Cobb could be a reasonable
choice. If the Bills are willing to spend low on potentially big compensation prospects, Kevin White would be a good idea. White finished 7th overall for the Chicago Bears in 2015 and has struggled to stay on the field throughout his career. With tremendous talent and size, White has all the tools to be a dominant player,
but his health has robbed him of a career up to this point. Taking flyers in white is rarely a risk, but it can be a great reward. Next: Youngsters continue to develop (Brett Carlson/Getty Images) Now and into the 2018 season, we'll start peeking at how buffalo Bills roasters will be formed in 2019. Here is our look at the wide
receiver position. The Buffalo Bills' lack of weapons on the outside is evident throughout the 2018 season. Training camp While there are some glimpses of the type of passing game we're going to have during the season, the group as a whole is not set up to help domo any one of the quarterbacks on the roaster -
especially a rookie with a lot of growth who has to succeed. The Bills' three starting receivers to start the season against the Baltimore Ravens were Kelvin Benjamin, Jay Jones and Jeremy Kerry. It was one of the best games in the league, but it was a mix of experience and youth, and there was absolutely no
commitment to that. Then the game was really played and we found out there were no receivers and we didn't have anyone to throw at them. Kerry will soon be off for a backup defensive tackle (a questionable decision today) and Benjamin will be released because of the terrible, leaving Jones and un drafted rookie free
agent Robert Foster as two starters for rookie quarterback Josh Allen. At the end of the regular season, Buffalo recruited Jones, Foster and Isaiah McKenzie as three receivers so they could at least put pressure on the defense and help the rookie quarterback. Despite their growth, the team must continue to have talent
and help the playmaker and the young quarterback by surrounding him. Here's how the team sets up alan and attack for success in 2019 and later: (Photo by Scott Cunningham/Getty Images) Who was drafted before this season, didn't think much of the 2019 draft class in terms of receivers. That sentiment has changed
quickly as this receiver class may not have a ton of elite receivers, but it's a ton of depth and versatility. Some names that may sneak into the conversation are D.K. Metcalf (Ole Miss), Nquille Harry (Ariz.), Riley Ridley (Georgia) or late risers in the draft process. Many of them come to health (Metcalf) and
exercise/combined results (Harry, Ridley and Field). Unless one of those players establishes himself as the draft's elite playmaker, the class is so deep that it may be a better decision to wait until round two. Hakim Butler (Iowa State), Marquise 'Hollywood' Brown (Oklahoma), Kelvin Harman (NC State) and Anthony
Johnson (Buffalo) are all available for Johnson in the third round. Judging immensely by their love for athletes and their belief in themselves to develop them, Metcalf and Butler are there as athletes. Metcalf is 6 feet 4 and 225 pounds. He can run, jump, catch, dive, cut and do everything a receiver needs to do. His
problem is a relatively low amount of experience and a neck injury. As for Butler, he is a 6-foot-6, 215-pound monster on the outside. Another monster jock, Harry, may be in conversation with a 6ft 4 frame. each size and huge Radius, something that goes well with Allen. There's a lot of talent in this draft and talent is
definitely what the Bills need in the receiver position. There are requirements such as offensive line, tight end, running back and defensive line, but there will definitely be receivers available when the Bills choose one of the first three rounds. (Photo by Dustin Bradford/Getty Images) The Bills need to develop young
players and add to that talent with other rookie receivers, but the team should explore the trade market with free agencies to add proven playmakers who have experience and credibility to their receiving corps. One of the Bills' linked players is Los Angeles' Tyrell Williams, who is free to use (it will always be San Diego)
for the Chargers. Williams fits the bill for what Buffalo needs at receiver. He's 6-foot-5 and can not only get over defenders, but from behind. Williams has a catch radius that goes well with people like Josh Allen and accuracy issues, but his strong arm also matches Williams' deep ball and big-play ability. With the team's
cap space, it can be easy to get Williams to come to Buffalo and make big money and become the team's best receiver. If the bill decides to move the trade route, there is one big name they can target. A.J. Green is suffering another injury that will end the season and enter the final season of his current contract.
Cincinnati finally decided to move in a different direction from its head coach, so it appears to be going to rebuild, which could mean clearing players who are older or don't fit their plans. Green is 30 years old and heading for decline. Like Williams, Green is an outstanding size at 6-foot-4 and has been a big-play receiver
throughout his career. Adding greens to a third or fourth round pick is an ideal scenario and the risk is low. Providing Allen with Green's receivers, despite his age, could go a long way for his development. If the Bills shake and miss Williams or Green, free agents like Donte Moncrieff, Golden Tate, Geronimo Allison or
Randall Cobb could be a reasonable choice. If the Bills are willing to spend low on potentially big compensation prospects, Kevin White would be a good idea. White finished 7th overall for the Chicago Bears in 2015 and has struggled to stay on the field throughout his career. With tremendous talent and size, White has
all the tools to be a dominant player, but his health has robbed him of a career up to this point. Taking flyers in white is rarely a risk, but it can be a great reward. Next: Continue to develop youngsters (Photo: Brett Carlson/Getty Images) What you develop buffalo In a year or two, there will be three players who can play
as the best weapons. Jay Jones, Robert Foster and Isaiah McKenzie all jumped into bigger roles following the releases of Kelvin Benjamin and Andre Holmes, each going through moments up and down. Jones finished the season as the Bills' top receiver with 56 catches, 652 yards and seven touchdowns. Foster
finished third with 27 points, but finished second with 541 yards and three touchdowns. McKenzie added 18 catches and 179 yards in the passing game, but dropped 66 yards rushing and two rushing TDs to the ground. With these three, the team started to develop similarities in the receiving corps. The coaching staff
has to keep developing these three because each one gives something different. McKenzie is a gadget player that most teams start bringing in. Jones is a route runner and can be a reliable second or third receiver, and Foster is a burner, but he's started to develop into a complete receiver. The coaching staff deserves a
lot of credit for bringing Foster from an un drafted free-contract player to a player in the spotlight at the opponent's corner 1. He and Jones are likely to be hit head-to-head in terms of game time if the team recruites veterans and selects another 큽 offseason. Overall, teams need to keep doing what they're doing to bring in
young players. Jones, Foster and McKenzie will never be the best receivers, but this season's growth shows they each belong in the NFL. Do you want your voice to be heard? Join the Bufarowdown team! Write for us! Next: 2019 Bills roster prospects: The running back team needs to continue to develop each of the
three things that are young and proven worthy of a roster, and they've earned the trust of Josh Allen.&gt;Page 4 (Photo by Brett Carlson/Getty Images)Buffalo has finished the season with three players in a year or two. Jay Jones, Robert Foster and Isaiah McKenzie all jumped into bigger roles following the releases of
Kelvin Benjamin and Andre Holmes, each going through moments up and down. Jones finished the season as the Bills' top receiver with 56 catches, 652 yards and seven touchdowns. Foster finished third with 27 points, but finished second with 541 yards and three touchdowns. McKenzie added 18 catches and 179
yards in the passing game, but dropped 66 yards rushing and two rushing TDs to the ground. With these three, the team started to develop similarities in the receiving corps. The coaching staff has to keep developing these three because each one gives something different. McKenzie is a gadget player that most teams
start bringing in. Jones is a route runner and can be a reliable second or third receiver, and while Foster is a burner Receiver. The coaching staff deserves a lot of credit for bringing Foster from an un drafted free-contract player to a player in the spotlight at the opponent's corner 1. He and Jones are likely to be hit head-
to-head in terms of game time if the team recruites veterans and selects another 큽 offseason. Overall, teams need to keep doing what they're doing to bring in young players. Jones, Foster and McKenzie will never be the best receivers, but this season's growth shows they each belong in the NFL. Do you want your
voice to be heard? Join the Bufarowdown team! Write for us! Next: 2019 Bills roster prospects: The running back team needs to keep developing each of the three because they're young and the roster has proven valuable and has earned the trust of Josh Allen. (Photo by Brett Carlson/Getty Images) When the 2018
season is over, we'll begin to look at how the Buffalo Bills roasters will shape up in 2019. Here is our look at the wide receiver position. The Buffalo Bills' lack of weapons on the outside is evident throughout the 2018 season. Training camp provided some glimpse into the types of passing games we could have during the
season, but the group as a whole was not set up to help some of the quarterbacks on the roster - especially the many rookies needed to make a lot of growth. The Bills' three starting receivers to start the season against the Baltimore Ravens were Kelvin Benjamin, Jay Jones and Jeremy Kerry. It was one of the best
games in the league, but it was a mix of experience and youth, and there was absolutely no commitment to that. Then the game was really played and we found out there were no receivers and we didn't have anyone to throw at them. Kerry will soon be off for a backup defensive tackle (a questionable decision today)
and Benjamin will be released because of the terrible, leaving Jones and un drafted rookie free agent Robert Foster as two starters for rookie quarterback Josh Allen. At the end of the regular season, Buffalo recruited Jones, Foster and Isaiah McKenzie as three receivers so they could at least put pressure on the defense
and help the rookie quarterback. Despite their growth, the team must continue to have talent and help the playmaker and the young quarterback by surrounding him. Here's how the team sets up alan and attack for success in 2019 and later: (Photo by Scott Cunningham/Getty Images) Who was drafted before this
season, didn't think much of the 2019 draft class in terms of receivers. That sentiment has changed quickly as this receiver class may not have a ton of elite receivers, but it's a ton of depth and versatility. A few names Those conversations include D.K. Metcalf (Ole Miss), Nquil Harry (Ariz.), Riley Ridley (Georgia) or late
risers in the draft process. Many of them come to health (Metcalf) and exercise/combined results (Harry, Ridley and Field). Unless one of those players establishes himself as the draft's elite playmaker, the class is so deep that it may be a better decision to wait until round two. Hakim Butler (Iowa State), Marquise
'Hollywood' Brown (Oklahoma), Kelvin Harman (NC State) and Anthony Johnson (Buffalo) are all available for Johnson in the third round. Judging immensely by their love for athletes and their belief in themselves to develop them, Metcalf and Butler are there as athletes. Metcalf is 6 feet 4 and 225 pounds. He can run,
jump, catch, dive, cut and do everything a receiver needs to do. His problem is a relatively low amount of experience and a neck injury. As for Butler, he is a 6-foot-6, 215-pound monster on the outside. Another monster jock, Harry, may be in conversation with a 6ft 4 frame. Each size and huge catch radius, something
that goes well with Allen. There's a lot of talent in this draft and talent is definitely what the Bills need in the receiver position. There are requirements such as offensive line, tight end, running back and defensive line, but there will definitely be receivers available when the Bills choose one of the first three rounds. (Photo
by Dustin Bradford/Getty Images) The Bills need to develop young players and add to that talent with other rookie receivers, but the team should explore the trade market with free agencies to add proven playmakers who have experience and credibility to their receiving corps. One of the Bills' linked players is Los
Angeles' Tyrell Williams, who is free to use (it will always be San Diego) for the Chargers. Williams fits the bill for what Buffalo needs at receiver. He's 6-foot-5 and can not only get over defenders, but from behind. Williams has a catch radius that goes well with people like Josh Allen and accuracy issues, but his strong
arm also matches Williams' deep ball and big-play ability. With the team's cap space, it can be easy to get Williams to come to Buffalo and make big money and become the team's best receiver. If the bill decides to move the trade route, there is one big name they can target. A.J. Green is suffering another injury that will
end the season and enter the final season of his current contract. Cincinnati finally decided to move in a different direction from its head coach, so it looks like it's going to rebuild and could mean clearing older or older players. fit their plans. Green is 30 years old and heading for decline. Like Williams, Green is an
outstanding size at 6-foot-4 and has been a big-play receiver throughout his career. Adding greens to a third or fourth round pick is an ideal scenario and the risk is low. Providing Allen with Green's receivers, despite his age, could go a long way for his development. If the Bills shake and miss Williams or Green, free
agents like Donte Moncrieff, Golden Tate, Geronimo Allison or Randall Cobb could be a reasonable choice. If the Bills are willing to spend low on potentially big compensation prospects, Kevin White would be a good idea. White finished 7th overall for the Chicago Bears in 2015 and has struggled to stay on the field
throughout his career. With tremendous talent and size, White has all the tools to be a dominant player, but his health has robbed him of a career up to this point. Taking flyers in white is rarely a risk, but it can be a great reward. Next: The youngsters continue to develop (Photo by Brett Carlson/Getty Images) Buffalo has
developed what ended the season with three players over a year or two, making them the best weapons on the outside. Jay Jones, Robert Foster and Isaiah McKenzie all jumped into bigger roles following the releases of Kelvin Benjamin and Andre Holmes, each going through moments up and down. Jones finished the
season as the Bills' top receiver with 56 catches, 652 yards and seven touchdowns. Foster finished third with 27 points, but finished second with 541 yards and three touchdowns. McKenzie added 18 catches and 179 yards in the passing game, but dropped 66 yards rushing and two rushing TDs to the ground. With
these three, the team started to develop similarities in the receiving corps. The coaching staff has to keep developing these three because each one gives something different. McKenzie is a gadget player that most teams start bringing in. Jones is a route runner and can be a reliable second or third receiver, and Foster is
a burner, but he's started to develop into a complete receiver. The coaching staff deserves a lot of credit for bringing Foster from an un drafted free-contract player to a player in the spotlight at the opponent's corner 1. He and Jones are likely to be hit head-to-head in terms of game time if the team recruites veterans and
selects another 큽 offseason. Overall, teams need to keep doing what they're doing to bring in young players. Jones, Foster and McKenzie will never be the best receivers, but this season's growth shows they each belong in the NFL. Do you want your voice to be heard? Join the Bufarowdown team! Write for us! Next:
2019 Bills roster outlook: Running back teams should continue to develop. Of the three players, he is a young player and has proven worthy of a roster spot, and he has earned the trust of Josh Allen.&gt;
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